






 

 

With respect to the information that has been withheld under section 9 of the OIA, I do not 
consider there are any other considerations which render it desirable, in the public interest, to 
make the information available.  
 
You have the right under section 28(3) of the Official Information Act to make a complaint to 
the Ombudsman about the refusal to make information available. The Ombudsman can be 
contacted at info@ombudsman.parliament.nz.  
 
The Ministry publishes our OIA responses and the information contained in our reply to you 
will be published on the Ministry website. Before publishing we will remove any personal or 
identifiable information.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gareth Fairweather 
Manager Placemaking and Urban Development  
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Purpose of report 

1. This briefing recommends the proactive release of documents relating to the Auckland Light
Rail project. This follows termination of the Proposals Process by Cabinet and the receipt of
three Official Information Act (OIA) requests.

2. You have refused two of these requests under section 18(d) of the OIA – that is, that the
information requested will soon be publicly available  [OC200530/OC200537 refers, and are
attached]. We have taken the same approach in the request to the Ministry.

Documents to be released 

Summary 

3. We have reviewed 110 documents to determine what could and should be released
proactively. Where possible, we have sought to release as much as possible to provide a
clear narrative and improve public understanding of the process. Given the decision to
refuse the OIA requests under section 18(d), we have proposed redactions as if the
documents for release were being considered under the provisions of the OIA. In summary,
we propose to:

3.1. release 61 documents in full or in part. The redactions are primarily for reasons of
commercial sensitivity, confidentiality, or future negotiations. 

3.2. not release 49 documents. Of these documents, 19 are draft versions of documents 
circulated to the ALR Advisory Group or Ministerial Oversight Group where the final 
version is released, or they are documents sensitive enough to be fully withheld. The 
remaining 30 documents comprise documents related to the development and 
evaluation of the proposals or the proposals themselves. There are two substantive 
reasons not to release this information; (1) it is subject to specific confidentiality 
arrangements with the Respondents, and is commercially sensitive, (2) the 
information is subject to future negotiations between the Crown and the Respondent 
for the acquisition of Intellectual Property. There are multiple grounds under the OIA 
that are applicable here; relating to commercial sensitivity, confidentiality, or future 
negotiations. 

4. As discussed with your Office, we have not included the 30 documents relating to the
development and evaluation of the proposals or the proposals themselves in the pack. Many
of these documents contain references to the Respondents’ materials and as they have not
been previously shared with your Office, we are under obligations of confidentiality not to
share this content. These documents would not be released as part of the proactive release.
Other documents in this list are project management documents that we would not usually
proactively release as there is low public interest in them, but we would consider releasing
them if they were in the scope of an OIA request.

5. The documents will be made available on the Ministry website on the Auckland Light Rail
Project page. This page will describe the process that was used to develop and evaluate the
proposals and will group the documents into categories with a supporting narrative.

6. Appendix One provides a full list of the above categories of documents, and the equivalent
grounds for withholding under the OIA.
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Information released previously 

7. As part of this package, we have also reviewed other Auckland Light Rail documents that
have been previously released in part or withheld under the OIA. Given the termination of the
Proposals Process, some of these documents can now have additional information released
by reversing earlier redactions.

8. We are providing the documents to you in the first instance to seek agreement on the
approach taken. We will circulate this package to the Respondents and other agencies so
that they have an appropriate opportunity to provide feedback consistent with the
consultation provisions of the OIA. Once we have feedback from Respondents and
agencies, we will prepare a final pack for your review.

9. If you agree with the approach taken, we will work with your Office to determine the
appropriate timing for the proactive release. We recommend that the information is released
during the week commencing 10 August 2020 or at the latest, the week commencing 17
August 2020. This would be consistent with the Ombudsman’s guidance that 4-6 weeks is an
appropriate timeline for release following the refusal of an OIA request on the basis that the
information is soon to be made publicly available. This timeline also provides sufficient time
for consultation.

10. A full table of all documents considered is appended to this briefing, and the equivalent
grounds for withholding under the OIA.

Figure 1: Full list of grounds used to withhold information 

 9(2)(a) – which relates to the privacy of natural persons.

 9(2)(ba)(i) – which relates to the information requested being subject to an
obligation of confidence or was legally compelled to provide and the release
would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar information or information from
the same source which is in the public interest should continue to be supplied.

 9(2)(b)(ii) – which relates to the information being commercially confidential and
the release would be likely to unreasonably prejudice the commercial position of
a person who supplied or id the subject of the information.

 9(2)(f)(iv) – which relates to maintaining the constitutional conventions which
protect the confidentiality of advice tendered by Ministers and officials.

 9(2)(g)(i) – which relates to maintaining the effective conduct of public affairs
through the free and frank expression of opinions.

 9(2)(h) – which relates to maintaining legal privilege.

 9(2)(i) – which relates to enabling commercial activities to be carried out without
prejudice or disadvantage.

 9(2)(j) – which relates to enabling negotiations to be carried out without
prejudice or disadvantage.
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Public interest 

11. As this is a proactive release, the express requirements of section 9(1) – in terms of public
interest – do not need to be satisfied. However, as noted above, the release is being treated
as if it were a request under the OIA.

12. To that end, we consider that the basis on which the information is being redacted is not
outweighed by ‘other considerations which render it desirable in the public interest to make
that information available’.

Risks 

13. As noted above, there is ongoing public, market and media interest in the Auckland Light
Rail project.

14. Key risks include:

14.1. The quantity of information that has been redacted. This will be especially apparent in
the draft and final Cabinet papers where all reference to the content and evaluation of 
the Proposals is proposed to be withheld. 

14.2. Information relating to the Proposals received by the Ministry. This information 
remains commercially sensitive to the Respondents. 

14.3. We propose to release the Response Requirements Document (RRD). We have 
proposed a small number of redactions from this document, on the basis of where it 
may impact future work. While this will provide a high degree of transparency of 
approach to the proposals process, the redactions may result in a negative reaction 
from interested industry stakeholders. 

14.4. Given the extent and the complexity of the material, there may also be minor risks 
that emerge from its release. We anticipate that the material may, for example, result 
in further questions being asked about the process that was followed and on the roles 
of partner agencies. We are preparing a reactive set of Q&As to address any 
questions that arise. 

Recommendations 

15. The recommendation is that you:

(a) agree that the Ministry release this information proactively on its website, at
a date to be confirmed with your Office.

Yes/No 

(b) provide feedback on the approach outlined in this note by 3 August. Note
that we are not seeking detailed feedback at this first review stage, but rather
to gauge your overall comfort on the approach taken to the categories of
information.

Yes/No 

(c) note that the Ministry will consult with partner agencies and Respondents to
ensure alignment prior to making the proactive release available.

Yes/No 

(d) note that a final pack will be provided to you in the week of 10 August 2020
for detailed review.

Yes/No 
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Steph Ward 
Project Director, Auckland Light Rail 

MINISTER’S SIGNATURE: 

DATE: 
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Appendix 1- Documents considered for proactive release 

Documents marked for release in full or in part 

Number 
OC 

number 
Title 

Document 
type 

Proposed action 

1 OC190674 
Auckland Light Rail briefing for Ministerial 
Oversight Group 

Aide 
Memoire 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(a) 

2 OC190709 
Auckland Light Rail – key decisions sought 
from Ministerial Oversight Group 

Aide 
Memoire 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(g)(i) 

3 OC190788 
Light Rail Announcement - information for 
the Ministerial Oversight Group 

Aide 
Memoire 

Partially release - withheld phone number under section 
9(2)(a).  

4 OC190879 
Auckland Light Rail update briefing for 
Ministerial Oversight Group - September 
2019 

Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  

5 

5a 

OC190989 
Auckland Light Rail update briefing for 
Ministerial Oversight Group 21 October 
2019 

Aide 
Memoire 
and 
Briefing 
Paper 

5 - Partially release - withheld phone number under section 
9(2)(a)  

5a – Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(b)(ii) 

6 OC190990 
Meeting with Infrastructure New Zealand 
CE Paul Blair on 11 September 2019 

Aide 
Memoire 

Partially release - withheld phone number under section 
9(2)(a) 

7 OC191024 ALR Evaluation Framework 

Aide 
Memoire 
to Peter 
Mersi 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  

8 OC191156 
Auckland Light Rail- decisions on next 
stage 

Briefing 
Paper, 
letter to 
NZTA 
Chair 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 
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9, 9a 
and 9b 

OC191179 
Ministerial Oversight Group November 
2019 

Aide 
Memoire, 
Briefing 
and 
appendix 

Partially release - withheld phone number under section 
9(2)(a). Release appendix (9b) in full 

10 and 
10a 

OC200006 
Auckland Light Rail - Recommendation for 
Preferred Delivery Partner  

Cabinet 
paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  

11 OC200048 Briefing on recommendation and next steps 
Aide 
Memoire 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(f)(iv) 

12 OC200089 

Auckland Light Rail – decisions on next 
stage 
Meeting with stakeholders on Auckland’s 
Rapid Transit Programme – Wednesday 19 
February 2020 

Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld phone number under section 
9(2)(a). Appendix withheld in full under section 9(2)(ba)(i) 

13 OC200122 
City Centre to Mangere - late Budget 
initiative for next phase 

Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release PDF of briefing only - some content withheld 
under sections 9(2)(a), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(j). All 
appendices withheld under 9(2)(f)(iv) 

14 OC200146 
Update to Ministerial Group for 24 February 
2020 

Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld phone numbers and some names 
under section 9(2)(a)  

15 OC200164 
Auckland Light Rail - March 2020 update 
for the Ministerial Oversight Group 

AM 
Partially release - withheld phone numbers under section 
9(2)(a)  

15a OC200220 Auckland Light Rail Update (Risk Transfer) AM 
Partially release- some content withheld under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(g)(i)  

16 OC200231 
Auckland Light Rail update (Cover note to 
PMO accompany doc bundle) 

AM 
Partially release- withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(h) and 9(2)(a)  

16a OC200234 
Auckland Light Rail Update (Crown 
delivery)  

AM 
Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(h) 
and 9(2)(a)  

16b OC200235 
Auckland Light Rail - Governance of the 
Next Phase 

AM 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(f)(iv), and 9(2)(j)  

17 OC200233 Update to Ministerial Oversight Group AM 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(f)(iv). Group with 9b 
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18 OC200238 
Update to Ministerial Group for 13 March 
2020 

Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  

19 OC200239 
Auckland Light Rail - update (Cover note for 
PM, MOF and MT) 

AM 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(h) and 9(2)(a) 

20 OC200261 
Auckland Light Rail - considerations for the 
next phase 

AM 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(a) 

21 OC200329 Auckland Light Rail update 
Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(a) and 9(2)(j) 

22 OC200501 Auckland Light Rail - next steps 
Cabinet 
paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(h), 9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii) 

23 OC200395 CC2M Approach to Governance 
Briefing 
Paper 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a) and 9(2)(g)(i) 

Number Title Document type Proposed action 

24 Outcomes Framework Plan document Release in full 

25 Memo - process to develop Outcomes Memo 
Partially release - withheld names under section 9(2)(a) as per 
agreed approach  

26 Response Requirements Document (RRD) RRD 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(b)(ii)  

27 Memo - Process to develop RRD Memo 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a), 9(2)(ba)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(g)(i)  

27a 
MoT response to Auckland Council feedback 
on draft RRD 090819 

Consultation 
document 

Release in full 

27b 
MoT response to Auckland Transport feedback 
on draft RRD 090819 

Consultation 
document 

Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(g)(i) 

27c 
MoT response to MfE feedback on draft RRD 
090819 

Consultation 
document 

Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(g)(i) 
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27d 
MoT response to MHUD feedback on draft 
RRD 090819 

Consultation 
document 

Release in full 

27e 
MoT response to Treasury feedback on draft 
RRD 090819 

Consultation 
document 

Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(g)(i) 

28 Questions and Answers - for public use Communications Release in full 

29 Key messages on Light Rail in Auckland Communications Release in full 

30 Notices to Respondents (Changes to RRD) Procurement 
Partially released - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a), 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  

31 OET- Terms of reference Governance Release in full 

32 MOG- Terms of reference Governance Release in full 

33 Agenda and Papers 21 June 2019 meeting 
Email plus 
attachments 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(a), 9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(ba)(ii) 

34 
Agenda Auckland Light Rail Governance 
Group 18 July 2019 

Agenda Release in full 

34a Minutes from 21 June 2019 meeting 
Email plus 
attachments 

Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(a) 

34b 
180719 Auckland Light Rail Governance 
Group cover report 

Report Release in full 

34c ALR Board A3- draft 17 July 2019 Presentation 
Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(ba)(ii)  

35 
Agenda Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
14 August 2019 

Agenda Release in full 

35a 
140819 Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
cover report 

Report 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(a)  

35b 
ALR Governance Advisory Group- 18 July 
2019 DRAFT MINUTES 

Minutes 
Partially release - withheld some content under sections 
9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(j) and 9(2)(f)(iv)  
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35c 
ALR Advisory Group TOR - 14 August 2019 - 
FINAL APPROVED 

TOR Release in full 

36 
Agenda Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
15 November 2019 

Agenda Release in full 

36a 
ALR Advisory 15 November 2019 briefing 
paper 

Briefing 
Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(f)(iv), 9(2)(g)(i), 9(2)(ba)(ii) and 9(2)(b)(ii)  

36b 
Minutes Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
14 August 2019 

Minutes 
Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(f)(iv)  

36c 
Stakeholder Management Principles Letter 
MASTER 

Draft document 
Release draft letter in full - appendix withheld in full under 
section 9(2)(ba)(i) 

36d 
Version 2 A3 Advisory Group meeting 15 
November 

Presentation Release in full 

37 ALR Advisory email update Briefing 
Partially release - email address withheld under section 
9(2)(a)  

37a 
Minutes Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
15 November 2019 

Minutes 
Partially release - withheld some content under section 
9(2)(g)(i)  

38 
Minutes Auckland Light Rail Advisory Group 
29 January 2020 

Minutes 
Partially release - pages 2-5 withheld under sections 9(2)(b)(ii) 
and 9(2)(j)  

Documents to be withheld in full 

Number OC number Title 
Document 
type 

Proposed action 

39 
OC191008 / 
T2019/3327 

Financing for Auckland Light Rail 
Briefing 
Paper 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(a) and 9(2)(f)(iv) 

40 OC200113 
Auckland Light Rail - Circulation of Proposal 
Materials 

Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under section 9(2)(g)(i) 

41 OC200126 
Meeting Advice - NZTA briefing on mode 
shift 

Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under section 9(2)(f)(iv) 
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42 OC200276 Auckland Light Rail - mobilisation planning 
Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(a), 9(2)(b)(ii), and 
9(2)(f)(iv)  

43 OC200292 
Funding options for the Auckland Light Rail 
project costs 

Briefing 
Paper 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

44 OC200387 
Auckland Light Rail draft Cabinet Paper 
update 

Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(f)(iv) 

45 OC200463 
Auckland Light Rapid Transit - MoUs with 
Respondents 

Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(f)(iv) 

46 OC200472 CC2M Implications 
Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(h) and 9(2)(f)(iv) 

16c OC200229 Legal advice regarding CC2M project 
Aide 
Memoire 

Withheld paper and attachment in full under section 9(2)(h) 

Number Title Document Type Proposed action 

47 Backpocket Q&As Communications Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(g)(i) 

48 
ALR Governance Advisory Group TOR draft 
16 July 2019 - clean 

Terms of reference Withheld - draft document 

49 
ALR Governance Advisory Group TOR draft 
16 July 2019 - tracked 

Terms of reference Withheld - draft document 

50 
Draft CC2M Objectives Framework GG 16 July 
2019 

Draft document Withheld - draft document 

51 
Draft Response Requirements Document GG 
16 July 2019 

Draft document Withheld - draft document 

52 
ALR Advisory Group TOR- 14 August 2019 - 
amendments for clarity (clean) 

Terms of reference Withheld - draft document 

53 
ALR Advisory Group TOR - 14 August 2019 - 
amendments for clarity (tracked) 

Terms of reference Withheld - draft document 
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54 
TRACKED CHANGE Minutes Auckland Light 
Rail Advisory Group 14 August 2019 

Minutes Withheld - draft document 

55 
Clean Minutes Auckland Light Rail Advisory 
Group 14 August 2019 

Minutes Duplicate - refer to document 36b 

Documents to be withheld in full that have not been supplied for consideration 

Document title Document type Proposed action 

NZ Infra - IEP meeting schedule Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZTA - IEP meeting schedule Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZ Infra - IEP meeting presentations Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZTA - IEP meeting presentations Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZ Infra Clarification Questions Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZTA Clarification Questions Respondent Information Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j)

NZ Infra Early Deliverables Various Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

NZTA Early Deliverables Various Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Data Room documents - used by Respondents Various Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

ALR Probity Plan Plan document 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 

CC2M Evaluation process guide Presentations 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 

Evaluation framework Plan document 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 

Evaluation plan Plan document 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 

ALR Evaluation logistics and process plan Plan document 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 
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Evaluation criteria Plan document 
Not included in Proactive release. Under OIA could be released 
with some redactions 

SMET Report - Iwi & Stakeholder Engagement Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

SMET Report - Commercial & Financial Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

SMET Report - Technical Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

SMET Report - Service Delivery Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

SMET Report - Key Outcomes Narrative Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Legal DD Report Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Pricing DD Report Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Policy DD Report Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

OET Report Final Evaluation Report Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

ALR Consultation documents Various Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Draft NZ Infra MOU for PDP Commercial Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Draft NZTA MOU for PDP Commercial Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Funding MOU for ALR (MOT and NZTA) Commercial Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 

Variation to funding MOU for ALR Commercial Withheld in full under sections 9(2)(b)(ii), 9(2)(f)(iv) and 9(2)(j) 
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support from MERW and Mott MacDonald to assist with any legal or technical matters 
around the transfer and use of the IP. 

Developing advice on the key choices and trade-offs relating to project scope 

24. Between now and the delivery of a scheme, a series of choices relating to project scope will
be needed. Initially, these choices can inform the preferences of an incoming Government,
to help set the parameters of a project to be taken forward by a delivery entity. The
Government may want to set over-arching parameters for the project, or define key features
such as termination points for the line and key stations.

25. More detailed matters will emerge as part of the technical design and assessment of the
project, sometimes as a consequence of the Government's key parameters. We expect
many of the choices relating to these more detailed matters to be made by the delivery entity
itself.

26. Our advice will provide the incoming Government with a set of choices and trade-offs relating
to project scope. These will be based on the best evidence available at the time, and will
relate to matters for which it is important for the Government to express clear preferences.
Following subsequent decisions made by Ministers, this will to inform a letter of expectations
to a future public-sector delivery entity.

27. Below, we have identified three sequential categories of decision making which will inform
the scope and detailed design of the project. Whilst some choices can be made by the
incoming government in October, others either cannot be made in this timeframe, or are
consequential decisions that will need to be considered by a delivery entity.

Tier 1: High-level choices

28. Decisions will be needed by the Government that confirm its core expectations around the
nature, form and function of the project. These would be based on the agreed project
outcomes, the strategic case provided through ATAP, and a clear understanding of the
overall needs and priorities of the corridor and its communities.

29. Such decisions would confirm the Government's preferences on matters such as:

29.1. journey time and modal preferences 

29.2. key interchanges 

29.3. terminus locations (e.g. Wynyard vs city centre, Airport) 

29.4. principles for station placement (e.g. the distance between stops) and integration with 
key development opportunities. 

30. Whilst ongoing technical work, as well as the views of ATAP partners, stakeholders such as
MHUD and Kainga Ora, and local communities, will ultimately be needed to confirm the
suitability of these choices, it is appropriate for the Government to express a series of
preferences. Our advice in October will clarify how these preferences would be expected to
be taken forward by a delivery entity, and also how the associated governance
arrangements would ensure that these can be refined and tested as the project advances.

31. In developing our advice, the Ministry will continue to have regard to the agreed project
outcomes and the strategic case for the project that has been established through ATAP. We
will also refer to the original RRD, which provides a framework for key technical and service
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delivery matters involved in developing a light rail project. We anticipate that this framework 
can be used to work through these key choices. 

Tier 2: Decisions relating to more specific trade-offs 

32. The second tier of decision making requires a more detailed understanding of key trade-offs
along the corridor, informed by more comprehensive engagement with stakeholders and a
higher degree of technical analysis.

33. The aspects of the design in this second-tier would support choices in relation to matters
including:

33.1. the alignment of the scheme along either , as 
well as other matters relating to the precise route of the scheme 

33.2. the level of connectivity for the Mangere town centre and other areas such as the 
University/AUT and hospital 

33.3. the level of connectivity to planned urban renewal and housing intensification projects 
led by Kainga Ora 

33.4. the degree of vertical segregation of the scheme (i.e. the extent to which the scheme 
has tunnelled and/or elevated sections) 

33.5. the phasing of project delivery. 

34. Refining the design to this level of detail would need to respond to a series of more detailed
engineering and transport planning considerations, environmental impact assessment, and
stakeholder and community feedback. The degree of land acquisition required, the desired
interaction between the project and other modes, overall costs and affordability and
construction feasibility will also constrain the Government's ability to make choices on.these
matters in October.

35. Furthermore, whilst the Government could state its preference for these more specific
aspects of the project's design, a future delivery entity would be expected to refine this
based on extensive further analysis, engagement and technical assessment.

36. Our advice in October will enable the Government to state a preference for some of these
issues, where we already have (or have successfully obtained) a sufficient level of evidence
to support this.

Tier 3: Detailed specifications

37. Given the timeframes and the level of analysis required, we will not be in a position by
October to support the Government to make choices in relation to the detailed specifications
of the project. This includes choices relating to:

37.1. detailed alignment issues (e.g. around the Airport) 

37.2. the design and location of infrastructure (stations, vent shafts, depots etc) 

37.3. the specific land parcels needed for acquisition 

37.4. urban design consideration_s, and 

37.5. details of how the scheme integrates with other transport modes. 

Withheld under 
section 9(2)(f)
(iv) of the Official
Information Act
1982
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* Drafting * 

Start receiving 
proposals 

--    ••·.......................... ................... ....................- .. .... . ......... . ...  . .. .. .- --··· ·· --- ·-·-- -·--·•-   - ••·- ••-·-   - ,
Comment : There is a significant risk of dt!loy across this process, should IP discussions encountl!r difficulties. 

* Assessment of options against * 
.....L.......... 

Appendix One: Skeleton work programme 

August September October 

1. NEGOTIATING IP

Finalise negotiating brief 
(applicable to both 

respondents) and Terms of 
Discussions with 

respondents 
Reference with ATJ  

_" I ..,.. 
7 protocols, 

timetable etc. 

* 
Nt!gotiation period, complete terms ond draft contract, seek Mini rial 

approval to release funding.

'-    - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -   - -  - ♦ 

···-···--···---·-· ·1
Comment : At this stage tht!re is considt!rable on the 

timef romes to conclude the negotiations with NZ Infra. 

We wJJJ provide you with regular progress updates. 

-··--"·-··  --..-- -·· -  ---- ----------·----·---·--·--·---·---------------------

 

 
 

2. DEVELOPING
PROJECT SCOPE requ irements 

Commence review of any 
existing IP (e.g. AT studies) 

information and IP 
(initially from 

NZTA, followed by 
NZ Infra) 

Discovery and review of IP 

E.g. what options Wt!rt! considered, what evidt!nce supportt!d tht! options appraisal,

what rationale was used to st!lect preferred o ption, what risks were identified.

This could be phased (e.g . the summary of the proposals prl!ct!ding detailed evidence 

and analysis} 

* 

Agree principal 
aptionsand 

trade-offs (based 

on IP receivt!d) 

obiernlll!s & functional requiremen ts identified through
collaborative process 

Commence technical studies (if required) 

First bt!st advice 
on project scope 

based on the 

information we 

have 

(MoTonly) 

3. CABINET
REPORT BACK 

Initial 
discussions with 
ATAP partners 

(leadership 
level) 

Workstream 1 
Project Scope 

Workstream 2 
Delivery Entity 

Workstream 3 
Funding& 
Finance 

Workstream 4 
Enablers 

Co-create 

options and 

advlct!, with 

ATAPandMHUD 

agencies 

Leadership updates Leadership updates 

---------- - ---------------------------► Joint advice to
Ministers 

(MoT& 

Treasury) 

Page 10 of 1 

Create assessment criteria, 
methodology/ 

.,. 
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He said the figure "comes from the fact that I've seen what came into the Government privately, which 
hasn't been disclosed because of secrecy provisions". 

"They're even talking about tunnelling for goodness sake, and the costs will be massive." 

If you'd be able to say whether there's truth to these statements, I'd appreciate it. 

Cheers, 

AMELIA WADE 
POLITICAL REPORTER

D:  +64 4 817 9244   M:  021 029 02526
E:  amelia.wade@nzherald.co.nz

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email and any attachments are strictly confidential and subject to copyright. They may contain 
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient please delete the message and notify the sender. 
You should not read, copy, use, change, alter or disclose this email or its attachments without authorisation. 
The company and any related or associated companies do not accept any liability in connection with this 
email and any attachments including in connection with computer viruses, data corruption, delay, 
interruption, unauthorised access or unauthorised amendment. Any views expressed in this email and any 
attachments do not necessarily reflect the views of the company or the views of any of our related or 
associated companies.  

Any information contained in this e-mail in relation to an advertising booking are subject to, and should be 
read in conjunction with, our standard advertising Terms & Conditions  

NZME Ltd / NZME Holdings Ltd / NZME Publishing Ltd / NZME Radio Ltd / NZME Educational Media 
Ltd / GrabOne Ltd  
______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email and any attachments are strictly confidential and subject to copyright. They may contain 
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient please delete the message and notify the sender. 
You should not read, copy, use, change, alter or disclose this email or its attachments without authorisation. 
The company and any related or associated companies do not accept any liability in connection with this 
email and any attachments including in connection with computer viruses, data corruption, delay, 
interruption, unauthorised access or unauthorised amendment. Any views expressed in this email and any 
attachments do not necessarily reflect the views of the company or the views of any of our related or 
associated companies.  

Any information contained in this e-mail in relation to an advertising booking are subject to, and should be 
read in conjunction with, our standard advertising Terms & Conditions  
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NZME Ltd / NZME Holdings Ltd / NZME Publishing Ltd / NZME Radio Ltd / NZME Educational Media 
Ltd / GrabOne Ltd  
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Auckland Light Rail - next steps 

Reason for this 
briefing 

Cabinet has recently agreed to end the Auckland Light Rail evaluation 
process and to refer the project to the Ministry of Transport and Treasury for 
further work. This briefing provides you with advice on how the Ministry of 
Transport and the Treasury intend to move forward.  

Action required Minister Twyford: discuss with Ministry officials. 

Ministers Robertson and Twyford: agree with recommendations, including 
for the transfer of funding to enable the Ministry and the Treasury to 
progress the work programme including the intellectual property 
discussions.   

Deadline 5 August 2020 

Reason for 
deadline 

To allow the Ministry and the Treasury to mobilise the necessary advisors in 
a timely way, this will support the work to initiate intellectual property 
discussions.  

Contact for telephone discussion (if required) 

Name Position 
Telephone First 

contact 

Siobhan Routledge Director, System Strategy and 
Investment 

 

Steph Ward Programme Director, Auckland 
Light Rail 

 

Bryn Gandy Deputy Chief Executive, 
System Strategy and 
Investment 

 

Erana Sitterlé Senior Analyst, National 
Infrastructure Unit, The 
Treasury 

 

David Taylor Manager, National 
Infrastructure Unit, The 
Treasury 

 

MINISTER’S COMMENTS: 

Date: Briefing number: OC200555 

Attention: Hon Phil Twyford 
Minister of Transport 

Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 

Security level: COMMERCIAL IN 
CONFIDENCE 

Minister of Transport’s office actions 

Withheld under section 9(2)(a) of 
the Official Information Act 1982
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 Noted  Seen  Approved

 Needs change  Referred to

 Withdrawn  Not seen by Minister  Overtaken by events
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Purpose of briefing 

1. This briefing outlines how the Ministry of Transport and the Treasury intend to take forward
the next phase of the city centre to Mangere (CC2M) Auckland light rail project (the project)
in order to provide advice to the incoming government. This includes:

1.1. Working collaboratively with a number of agencies to prepare advice to the incoming 

government regarding the public service delivery of the project, following the Cabinet 

direction [CAB-20-MIN-0300 refers] 

1.2. Reviewing, valuing and acquiring intellectual property held by the two Respondents, 

so that it can be used to inform the project’s next phase.   

2. The briefing seeks agreement from joint Ministers to re-purpose funding from the Ministry of
Transport’s baseline for this purpose. The work programme is challenging and will require
continued access to specialist advisors, both to deliver the advice needed and to ensure that
a project could be scaled up quickly if an incoming government wants to proceed.

Background 

3. On 22 June 2020, Cabinet “agreed to formally terminate the Proposals Process and revert to
public service delivery; and noted that as a consequence, neither proposal will be
progressed”. The Ministry and the Treasury were directed to report to Ministers on optimal
arrangements for public service delivery following the general election. Cabinet directed that
this work should be carried out in close consultation with Auckland Transport Alignment
Project (ATAP) partners and the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (MHUD).

4. Given that closing-out the dual track process may take several months (with the
Respondents controlling much of the timing) there will be an overlap between this process
and our future work programme. The overlap between the processes has some implications
for how we can proceed. The decision to terminate the proposals process means that:

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

5. Cabinet also agreed to establish a tagged contingency to enable the Ministry to acquire
intellectual property from the Respondents. This provides the Ministry with sufficient
assurance that it can commence discussions with NZ Infra, with joint Ministers’ (Minister of
Finance and Minister of Transport) approval required to complete any deal. Any intellectual
property that the Government wishes to obtain from Waka Kotahi is unlikely to require
funding, given its Crown Entity status. However, there will need to be a formal process for
reviewing and obtaining intellectual property from Waka Kotahi, consistent with the Crown’s
ongoing obligations to treat both Respondents in good faith.

Withheld under 
section 9(2)(h) 
of the Official 
Information Act 
1982
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6. We will review and assess the intellectual property contained within the proposals so that,
where appropriate, it can be used for the next phase of the project. The project delivery
entity will have to develop and own an alignment and technical solution, and the intellectual
property acquired could potentially support this stream of work and get it underway quickly.

7. You will receive further advice on the acquisition process in a separate paper.

We will prepare advice for an incoming government regarding how it could move forward 
with the project 

8. The work programme agreed between the Ministry and the Treasury supports the
development of advice to an incoming Government regarding the delivery of light rapid
transit in Auckland.

9. The advice will enable decisions to be made by an incoming government on the next steps
that could be taken with the project. This advice will allow Ministers to take some initial
decisions to establish a course for the project over the next term of government. We are
working to deliver that advice in October 2020, subject to the formation of the incoming
government.

10. The advice will outline the steps that would need to be taken within the first six months of a
new government. This will include the following areas of work:

10.1. A stocktake of analysis and information on the strategic case, outcomes and project

scope. This part of the work programme will collate any intellectual property acquired 

from the Respondents and work completed prior to the proposals process, and will be 

an essential set of information for the delivery entity, so that it can use the best of 

what has been produced over the last 5 or so years 

10.2. The arrangements for the delivery of the project, including the nature of any decisions 

needed to enable the establishment of a delivery entity (or entities) and the roles of 

the key agencies 

10.3. Options for funding and financing the project 

10.4. Key policy issues and implications 

10.5. A future work programme, containing a clear timeframe for the feasible delivery of the 

project, and the nature of any decisions needed to meet that timeframe. 

11. While we will provide advice based on the optimal arrangements for the project (a “first best”
public delivery option), an incoming government may have differing objectives from the
current government, and we will provide advice on the options available.

12. The development of this advice will be led by officials from the Ministry and the Treasury and
we will work collaboratively with ATAP partners, MHUD and Kāinga Ora to inform our advice.
The advice will demonstrate how the perspectives of partner agencies have been reflected,
and where there are any differences of view.

13. It will be important that these agency perspectives are fully understood by the incoming
Government, particularly as Auckland Council and Auckland Transport face new challenges
arising from COVID-19 revenue reductions.

14. The core aspects of our work programme are discussed in more detail below.
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Considerations relating to the strategic case, outcomes and project scope 

15. A series of outcomes for the City Centre to Mangere (CC2M) project were developed jointly
by central and local government agencies in 2019. These were designed to be enduring, and
are ‘design and solution’ agnostic. These are:

15.1. Access and integration : improved access to opportunities through enhancing

Auckland’s Rapid Transit Network and integration with Auckland’s current and future 

transport network 

15.2. Urban development : enabling quality integrated urban communities, especially 

around Māngere, Onehunga and Mt Roskill 

15.3. Environment : optimised environmental quality and embedded sustainable practices 

15.4. Experience : a high quality service that is attractive to users, with high levels of 

patronage. 

16. We do not propose to revisit the project’s outcomes, and we understand that Auckland
Transport and Auckland Council remain comfortable with these, and with highest weightings
applying to access and integration and urban development. Within this context, however,
future decisions relating to the project will need to have regard to how technical scope and
parameters affects the delivery of these outcomes.

17. We are not proposing to revisit the strategic case for rapid transit and light rail as outlined in
ATAP 2018. ATAP was based on extensive research and consultation, and Auckland
Council and Auckland Transport continue to emphasise that a rapid transit solution is
required to address growing bus congestion in the CC2M area (particularly Mount Roskill to
the city).

18. However, should the ATAP refresh (that is currently underway) yield new insights or signal
any shift in prioritisation, we will ensure we reflect this in our work.

19. We will provide an incoming government an overview of how some key design
characteristics would impact on the delivery of the project outcomes. This work will draw
together the considerable work that has been completed by experts over a number of years,
and the collective knowledge of local and central government agencies. This will enable the
incoming government to better understand the trade-offs involved between the broad
approaches that are available.

20. The delivery entity will need a clear understanding of central and local government
requirements so that it can make operational decisions and trade-offs. We will work with
agencies and with technical advisors so that what is provided to Ministers is at the right level.
In effect the intent will be to provide an opportunity for Ministers to establish some high level
requirements, while also balancing the need to give the delivery entity the flexibility it needs
to develop and own the project and manage a stakeholder engagement process with
community, business and mana whenua / Iwi.

Delivery entity considerations 

21. Cabinet has directed that the project be delivered by a public sector entity. We will take a
‘form follows function’ approach to arriving at advice on entity structure and role. The
questions in respect of entity are connected to the scope and parameters of the project, the
rights and powers needed by the entity, the management of risk, and how the project will be
funded and financed.
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26.3. How funding and financing arrangements might accommodate other potential options 

such as private equity 

26.4. Updated advice on the National Land Transport Fund, including revenue and 

expenditure scenarios 

26.5. The extent to which this project may support a greater confidence in the infrastructure 

market and as an anchor project for Auckland (while recognising that construction 

would feasibly take another 2 to 3 years to commence)  

26.6. The international market for financing, and the likelihood that this project could attract 

international financing over the next 2 to 3 years (recognising the ongoing and 

uncertain effects of COVID-19).  

There are a number of wider policy matters that will need to be progressed 

27. The Proposals Process has revealed that current policy settings are not fit for purpose for
large, nationally significant brown-fields infrastructure projects such as light rapid transit. The
work programme to address these issues is extensive. The next three months provides an
opportunity to get define the policy work programme and to get aspects of it underway, ,
working with ATAP partners and MHUD. By providing advice on the policy work programme,
the incoming government will also be well positioned to confirm its priorities for the policy
work and to set clear direction to policy agencies – this will support accelerated delivery of
the policy work, as required.

28. A project of this nature involves coordinated works across a number of sectors, subject to a
range of regulatory and legislative regimes. The work programme will help highlight these
key constraints, and inform the advice to Ministers about the steps necessary to overcome
these.

29. Policy responses will most likely be needed to respond to the following key constraints facing
large-scale infrastructure projects in New Zealand:

29.1. The limited ability of central and local government agencies to take a coordinated 

approach to compulsory acquisition of land and to delegate these powers in 

appropriate circumstances 

29.2. The suitability of current policy and legislative settings relating to the compulsory 

acquisition of land to be used for urban development in association with the primary 

infrastructure  

29.3. The availability of appropriate land value capture mechanisms, including limited 

familiarity in New Zealand of using these tools 

29.4. The potential limited flexibility of existing legislative settings to enable a coordinated 

and certain process for accessing, moving and managing utilities during construction. 

Withheld under section 9(2)(f)(iv)of the Official Information Act 1982
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How we propose to work with other agencies  

37. We will shortly initiate discussions with ATAP agencies, MHUD and Kainga Ora to identify 
how they would like to engage in the next phase of the project. There has been considerable 
work by these agencies on Auckland light rail over recent years and our preference is to use 
this process to bring together all the analysis into one place. We will be inviting all relevant 
agencies to be involved in a series of workshops to generate and test content for the advice 
that the Treasury and the Ministry is preparing.  

38. While the advice to the incoming government will be the responsibility of the Ministry and the 
Treasury to deliver, we would like it to present a collective view of the relevant agencies, or 
at least be clear on where there are differing views and why.  

39. We envisage that the existing ATAP governance mechanisms can be applied to the project, 
with Auckland Light Rapid Transit becoming one of ATAP’s regular agenda items. This will 
ensure that there is Chief Executive engagement, supported by working group arrangements 
that will be agreed between agencies.  

40. While we have not yet engaged with agencies on the scope of the work programme, we 
have starting testing their ability to provide team members over the next ten weeks and we 
have had a positive reception. We have not yet had requests for funding from the agencies 
to support their involvement. 

Resourcing for the next phase   

41. The Ministry and the Treasury will need to access technical, legal and commercial advice. It 
is also a priority to retain the project knowledge that sits with key advisors who have been 
exposed to the ideas in both proposals, to provide a way forward for the delivery entity that is 
free from obligations to the proposals process; and to have the ability to scale up quickly if a 
new government wishes to proceed with the project.  

42. The Ministry is in discussions with Waka Kotahi on the prospect of using the remaining 
funding that Waka Kotahi has agreed to provide to support the Ministry’s close-out work on 
the proposals process, including the opportunity to apply this remainder towards the IP 
discussions. However, additional funding will be needed for external support for the forward 
work programme. In particular, external support is needed in respect of: 

42.1. Technical and engineering support to inform the collation of analysis on project 

outcomes and scope, and delivery approach 

42.2. Legal support to complement the analysis above. In addition, this support would also 

be focused on assisting the Ministry and the Treasury with legal issues around 

delivery approach and entity form. In scope this would be similar to the legal work 

that helped establish the corporate structure for City Rail Link Limited 

42.3. Commercial support to complement the analysis above and also to assist the Ministry 

and the Treasury on funding and financing matters  

42.4. Resource to support other government and potentially local government agencies to 

undertake policy work on an ‘as needed’ basis  

42.5. Senior support from industry experts to provide oversight and challenge to the advice 

before it is presented to the incoming government. 
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43. In order to maintain continuity and to get the work underway as quickly as possible, the 
Ministry and the Treasury intend, where possible, to retain the services of contractors and 
firms that assisted the Ministry throughout the proposals process. The Ministry anticipates 
that approximately $1 million of funding will be required to progress the work programme 
through to the advice provided to the incoming government and into the next phase, should 
the incoming government decide to proceed.  

44. The Ministry’s baseline funding is under significant pressure and a significant portion of the 
funding is for specific initiatives and is treated as ring-fenced (e.g. search and rescue 
activities, New Zealand Upgrade Programme and the Provincial Growth Fund). There is very 
little discretionary funding available to fund the proposed work programme and it would not 
be feasible for the Ministry to reprioritise its entire work programme given the majority of 
these are transport priorities for the Government.  

We recommend repurposing funding allocated to the Green Transport Card 

45. The Ministry has $4.64 million in its 2019/20 baseline allocated to the establishment of the 
Green Transport Card. Given the likelihood that the Green Transport Card will not proceed 
within this Parliamentary term, the Minister of Transport has previously agreed with the 
Ministry’s recommendation to repurpose this funding to support the exclusive negotiation 
phase of the Auckland Light Rail project [OC200292 refers]. In June 2020, the Ministers of 
Transport and Finance agreed to an in-principle expense transfer for $4.640 million from 
2019/20 to 2020/21 for establishing a Green Transport Card within the Ministry’s Policy 
Advice appropriation [OC200442 refers]. 

46. Given Cabinet’s decision to terminate the parallel process, this funding is no longer needed 
for the exclusive negotiation process. We recommend that $1 million of the  
$4.64 million Green Transport Card funding is repurposed to support the proposed work 
programme for the Auckland Light Rail project.  

47. If no additional funding is secured, the work programme detailed above is unlikely able to be 
delivered within the proposed scope and timeframes, and is likely to result in heavily scaled 
back advice being provided to the incoming government on approaches to delivering the 
project.   

48. We are seeking early confirmation of $1.000 million of this in-principle expense transfer. In-
principle expense transfers are usually confirmed through the October 2020 Baseline Update 
once 2019/20 year-end results are confirmed. The Ministry is confident that none of the 
Green Transport Card funding was spent in 2019/20 so the $1.000 million being sought for 
early confirmation is available. 

Recommendations  

49. The recommendations are that you: 

(a) Note the proposed work programme and discuss with officials.  

Yes/No 
 

(b) Note that the Minister of Transport and Minister of Finance have previously 
approved an in-principle expense transfer of up to $4.640 million from 2019/20 to 
2020/21 for establishing a Green Transport Card.  
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(c) Agree to an early confirmation of $1.000 million of the in-principle expense transfer 
for establishing a Green Transport Card.   

Yes/No 

(d) Approve the following changes to appropriations to provide for the decision in 
recommendation (c) above, with no impact on the operating balance across the 
forecast period: 

 $m – increase/(decrease) 

Vote Transport 
Minister of Transport 

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 
and Out 

years 

Multi-Category Expenses and 
Capital Expenditure: 
Policy Advice and Related 
Outputs MCA 
 
 Departmental Output Expenses: 
 Policy Advice 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

1.000 

 
 
 
 

 
 

- 

 
 
 
 

 
 

- 

 
 
 
 

 
 

- 

 
 
 
 

 
 

- 

Yes/No 

(e) Note that the Ministry of Transport expects $1.000 million of funding is required to 
implement the next stage of the Auckland Light Rail project.   

(f) Agree to reallocate $1.000 million from the Green Transport Card funding to support 
the Auckland Light Rail project.  

Yes/No 

(g) Approve the following fiscally neutral adjustment to provide for recommendation (f), 
with no impact on the operating balance and net core Crown debt: 

 

 $m – increase/(decrease) 

Vote Transport 
Minister of Transport 

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 
and Out 

years 

Multi-Category Expenses and 
Capital Expenditure: 
Policy Advice and Related 
Outputs MCA 
 
 Departmental Output Expenses: 
 Policy Advice 
 
Departmental Output Expense: 
Transport – Policy advice, 
ministerial servicing, governance, 
and other functions  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(1.000) 
 
 

 
1.000 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 
 

- 

 

Yes/No 

(h) Agree that the proposed change to appropriations for 2020/21 above be included in 
the 2020/21 Supplementary Estimates and that, in the interim, the increase be met 
from Imprest Supply. 
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Yes/No 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bryn Gandy  
Deputy Chief Executive, System Strategy 
and Investment   

David Taylor 
Manager, National Infrastructure Unit, The 
Treasury 

 
 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT’S SIGNATURE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATE: 
 
 
MINISTER OF FINANCE’S SIGNATURE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATE: 
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Please find attached the advice on a Public Service Delivery model for CC2M. I’ve
attached a word and PDF version (but they’re exactly the same). A printed original and one
copy are in the bag for the morning. As you advised last week, I put the deadline for action
as 24th November. This is joint advice with Treasury and a copy has gone to MoF.

Let me know if you have any questions. Sorry if you find any erroneous formatting errors
– we’re experiencing some gremlins in our briefing template. The security classification is
because there are some housing numbers in there from MHUD that they want to be kept
confidential.

Danielle

Get Outlook for iOS

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

Wellington (Head Office) | Ground Floor, 3 Queens Wharf | PO Box 3175 | Wellington 6011 | NEW
ZEALAND | Tel: +64 4 439 9000 | 

Auckland | NZ Government Auckland Policy Office | 45 Queen Street | PO Box 106238 | Auckland
City | Auckland 1143 | NEW ZEALAND | Tel: +64 4 439 9000 | 

Disclaimer: This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information
which is confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient
you must delete this email and may not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not
waived because you have read this email.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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